GENERAL POSTER DISPLAYS

1. Enter the Poster Area thru Exhibit Hall B Entrance.

2. Beginning at the front of the Hall and moving to the back, poster displays are arranged in the following order by content:
   - Professional (SU-FF-P-1 thru 2)
   - Education (SU-FF-E-1)
   - Imaging (SU-FF-I-1 thru 179)
   - Joint (SU-FF-J-1 thru 177)
   - Therapy (SU-FF-T-1 thru 678)

3. The boards are laid out in numerical order.

4. Post your display on the board with your ID number.

MODERATED POSTER DISPLAYS

1. Locate the designated Area of your poster presentation:
   - Area 1 (Therapy)
   - Area 2 (Therapy)
   - Area 3 (Joint)
   - Area 4 (Imaging)

2. The boards are laid out in numerical order.

3. Post your display on the board with your ID number.